Undirectional woofer systems preferably use resistance-loaded ports to control the pressure gradient. Analysis of the acoustical analog circuit shows how to optimize the design for any specific purpose: one can trade between box dimensions, frequency range, internal pressure, driver volume velocity, and radiation.
efficiency. The predominantly resistive rear load on the driver simplifies the application of motional feedback.
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…the old lady…ventured to approach Mr. Benjamin Alien with a few comforting reflections of which the chief were, that after all, it was well it was no worse; the least said the soonest mended, and upon her word she did not know that it was so very bad after all; that what was over couldn’t be begun and what. 6. They were under a great shadowy train shed with passenger cars all about and the train moving at a snail pace. (Dr.) 7. She would recollect and for a fraction of a fraction of a second she would think “Oh, yes, I remember,” and build up an explanation on the recollection. However, the lack of a charger in box and limited base storage are drawbacks. However, if you have an older iPhone to trade in, then you can get up to £230 off the iPhone 12, providing you have an eligible handset. As you may have already heard, Apple isn’t shipping a charging adapter or headphones in box with the iPhone 12, and has even gone so far as to remove them from the iPhone 11, iPhone XR and iPhone SE going forward. Sure, the flat edges look nice enough and offer a much appreciated change of pace from the last several consecutive years of rounded iPhones. What’s more, they improve the iPhone 12’s durability in tandem with Apple’s new Ceramic Shield material, as the rounded frames of previous iPhones actually made them more fragile.